HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Natural Resources and Environment
Will meet at: 9:30 am  Date: Wednesday, April 25, 2012
Location: Committee Room 4
Remarks:

HB 142  BILLIOT  ENVIRONMENT/LITTERING  Provides for roadside litter collection

HB 654  DOVE (TBA)  MINERALS/LEASES  Requires timely remediation of oilfield sites (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 703  JACKSON, G  ENVIRONMENT  Provides relative to environmental inspections of certain industrial sites

HB 720  LEGER  CONTRACTS  Establishes the La. First Hiring Act to promote the hiring of residents of La.’s coastal parishes for public works projects for coastal restoration and protection

HB 1046  LAMBERT  ENVIRONMENT/RECYCLING  Creates the La. Beverage Container Law

HB 1067  ST. GERMAIN  ENVIRONMENT/WASTE SITES  Provides for reimbursement for processing waste tires

HB 1123  COX  FISHING/RECREATIONAL  Provides relative to the harvest limits of white perch on Toledo Bend Reservoir

SB 341  CLAITOR  HUNTERS/HUNTING  Provides relative to firearm and hunter education.  (8/1/12)

SB 355  AMEDEE  PUBLIC LANDS  Authorizes the transfer of certain state properties.  (8/1/12)

SB 387  WARD  HUNTERS/HUNTING  Provides for the positive evidence of sex identification of deer and turkey.  (8/1/12)

SB 583  GALLOT  PUBLIC PROPERTY  Authorizes the commissioner of administration to transfer certain property in Lincoln Parish to Grambling State University and to Louisiana Tech University.  (8/1/12)

Consideration of approval of Certification as Land Conservation Organizations:
The Nature Conservancy
The Conservation Fund

Gordon E. Dove, Sr.
CHAIRMAN